
 

 

Lake Deturk Conservancy District Board Meeting Minutes July 10, 2012 

Location:  First Christian Church Fellowship Hall, Martinsville, IN 

Start time:  7:10pm 

Attendees:   

Board President:  Dean Roberson 

Board Member:  Anna Radue 

Board Attorney:  Pete Foley 

Burke Engineering:  Brian McKenna & Jeffrey Fox 

LDCD Residents:   

Jim Louzon, Patty Marshall, Raymond Marshall, Sharon Goins, Steve Davis, Carol Davis and 2 other 

unidentified owners 

Document attached:  July 10, 2012, Burke Engineering Agenda Initial Board Interview  

 

Dean Roberson indicated the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the LDCD Plan which must be 

submitted to IDNR by August 20, 2012. LDCD contractor, Burke Engineering, is responsible for the 

dam/lake engineering study and writing the district plan. Burke staff, Brian McKenna and Jeffrey Fox, 

attended the meeting to discuss what should be included in the district plan. The board did not have a 

quorum (other board members on vacation or have other commitments) and could not make any 

decisions.  

Steve Davis asked who appointed the LDCD board members and why owners did not have input into the 

board appointments. The attendee indicated that only a select few people knew what was going on. 

Pete Foley replied the Morgan County Commissioners appointed the current LDCD Board members and 

the process to establish the district has been an open and public process according to Indiana law with 

opportunities for owners to provide objections or remonstrance. The Indiana Statue to establish 

Conservancy Districts requires the County Commissioners appoint the initial board. As each staggered 

board member’s term expires, the district area owners which the member represents will elect a new 

representative. All board meetings are open and public. All relevant documents are available from the 

LCDC website. The cost and effort prohibits sending owners meeting notices via the US postal service. 

The obligation of the board for the Indiana Open Door Statute requires posting the notice on the 

meeting room 48 hours in advance of the meeting and providing to any media outlets that request the 

notice. Foley indicated the Board has gone above and beyond the Open Door requirements for providing 

information regarding board meetings. Dean Roberson indicated there is an email distribution list that is 

used to communicate information with owners.  Meeting reminders are sent to the email list in addition 

to posting the meeting on the LDCD website. The Board realizes the list does not include all owners as 

owners need to provide their email addresses to be included.    Dean Roberson asked to continue this 

discussion after the meeting as Burke engineering staff is charging an hourly rate to attend the meeting. 

Dean Roberson turned the meeting over to Brian McKenna who followed the agenda provided by Burke.  

McKenna provided an update on Burke Engineering’s progress to date. LDCD hired Burke to complete 



 

 

two deliverables:  (1) dam preliminary engineering report and (2) completed district plan written with 

input from LDCD. The engineering report requires Burke review the dam and report on any 

improvements that need to be made to meet IDNR guidelines. The engineering study includes a 

geotechnical analysis, pipe video inspection, field inspection of dam, and hydrologic model.  McKenna 

reported the video inspection indicated the dam pipe was intact and the sub-contractor identified no big 

issues although the outlet needs repair. McKenna and Fox visually inspected the dam for 2 hours looking 

for seepage, bank instabilities, and condition of spillway. Holloway Engineering has completed the 

topographic survey, but has not provided the final survey results to Burke (expected in the next few 

days). Once the topographic survey is provided, Burke can complete the hydrologic studies. McKenna 

and Fox are attending the board meeting to get input from the LDCD board and residents as to their 

goals and objectives for the district plan. Burke is on track to provide a draft report by the week of 

August 6th to allow review time before submission to IDNR by August 20th.  

On July 9 McKenna requested a list of court and resident documents to help their staff write the district 

plan.  Anna Radue provided all requested LDCD court documents in pdf format, parcel and address point 

boundaries in shapefile format, and an Excel spreadsheet of freeholders on July 10.  Burke still needed 

LDCD population information which McKenna indicated they could obtain from the recently released 

2010 Census information.  Pete Foley indicated the LDCD is a mature development and the population is 

not expected to change significantly in the near future.  Foley indicated part of the LDCD is in the city 

and part is in the county.  The lake and dam are unincorporated areas and in Washington Township, 

Morgan County. The platted lots are in the City of Martinsville. Beach areas and park areas are platted 

lots and part of the City. Ozark Fisheries still owns lot 171 next to the 2 lots owned by LDCD on Byram 

Blvd.  Lot 171 is a wooded ravine used as a dump in the 1960-70s.  During the litigation process, the 

petitioners declined adding this lot to the LDCD. McKenna indicated they had all the data they expected 

to receive from the LDCD.  Any other data needed, Burke will get on their own. 

McKenna moved to Section V of the agenda, District Goals, which lists the district plan’s areas of focus 

that are within the powers of LDCD. 

Burke’s engineering report will provide the district plan’s dam improvement needs.  Anna Radue 

reported she had discussed the geese management issue with the IN District 8 wildlife biologist, Josh 

Griffin.  Griffin suggested using prairie grasses to discourage geese and indicated IDNR would permit 

prairie grasses on the dam. Radue asked about issues regarding planting prairie grasses on the dam to 

discourage geese and minimize mowing.  McKenna agreed it is possible to do prairie grasses on the dam 

and they do effectively discourage geese as geese like clear access to water. The issue is that 

maintenance is more challenging as LDCD would need to prevent trees and shrubs from growing in the 

prairie grasses. Jim Louzon indicated the prairie grasses would not do any good and would be a waste of 

money. Planting grasses on the dam would force the geese to go to owners lots. McKenna indicated 

most dams he is familiar with in Indiana mow grass.  Burke does use prairie grasses for other structures 

such as storm water retention ponds as part of a mitigation effort.  McKenna indicated the grasses work 

well to discourage geese as they do not like the tall grasses and prefer open areas such as mowed lawns 

where they can see predators. Prairie grasses would discourage geese on the dam, but would not keep 



 

 

the geese out of the neighborhood. McKenna indicated the issues with grasses is the cost of installing 

and the need to mow or burn prior to any Dam inspections as it is hard to see the physical structures.  

Roberson reported that Ozark fisheries is restructuring their fish ponds and then is planning to fill the 

ponds from Lake Deturk. Radue asked McKenna if Burke can identify the normal pool of the Lake. 

McKenna indicated Burke would establish that value from the topographic survey. Foley indicated that 

as part of the LDCD settlement agreement with Ozark Fisheries, LDCD can shut off the water to Ozark 

Fisheries if the water drops 3 feet below normal pool. LDCD has requested a permanent monument to 

identify normal pool.  

Sharon Goins asked about the road over the dam.  Foley indicated the road and guardrails are part of 

the unincorporated LDCD areas, but maintained by the City of Martinsville. When Ross Holloway 

completed the engineering studies for the LDCD establishment, Holloway indicated the City may want a 

document or agreement that would specify the dam maintenance is the LDCD’s responsibility, but the 

road is the City’s responsibility. Foley said that because the dam was not on the plat, it was not annexed 

when the other lots were annexed into the City.  

Brian then asked for comments regarding lake dredging and water quality improvements. Steve Davis 

asked what is lake dredging.  McKenna indicated dredging is removing the sediment which fills in the 

lake over time. The process which removes material at the bottom of the lake would make the lake 

deeper in those locations. Steve Davis indicated the north end of the lake has always been shallow. 

Discussion followed as to whether the north end of the lake is shallower now than when Shireman 

Estates was established.  Some attendees indicated it was the same depth, others indicated it was 

shallower as a result of sediment entering the lake. Dean Roberson indicated the Board would consider 

dredging to improve the quality of the lake. McKenna indicated Burke was asking for input regarding 

where are specific areas of the lake that may need improvement in the future so they could give 

ballpark estimates of the costs to include in the district plan. Sharon Goins suggested the area south of 

the west beach which feeds into the lake and is filled with leaf debris. Pete Foley indicated that the plan 

should include any improvements which try and capture sediment or biomass upstream before entering 

the lake. Dean Roberson indicated owners have reported they cannot use the beach boat ramp to 

launch their boats because of sediment. McKenna provided an aerial photo of Lake Deturk. Roberson 

indicated there are really only a few areas that appear to have a sediment issues. Foley indicated it is 

important the plan include options for various dredging activities which the Board could implement if 

funding permits. McKenna indicated they could include plans for some type of sediment trap to prevent 

sediment entering the lake. Discussion followed regarding algal and weed growth in the lake. Roberson 

indicated the warm winter and spring have exacerbated the problem this year. Ozark Fisheries had not 

treated the lake with copper sulfate since litigation started. Louzon asked if beavers could be added to 

this category. Louzon indicated the beavers have removed 300-400 trees on the lake. Fox indicated 

there was debris in some of the dam pipes which could be a beaver nesting area. Steve Davis indicated 

he has lived in LDCD since 1972 and only in 2008 did he see water reach the spillway. McKenna indicated 

Burke could include broad language in the plan to include geese, deer, and beaver management.  



 

 

McKenna then asked for input regarding what to do with the tennis court area including drainage and 

property boundary concerns.  Radue replied that the online survey asked owners what their preferences 

were for the tennis court areas.  She indicated that less than 30% of the owners had responded to the 

survey.  Patty Marshall indicated users have not responded or attended board meetings because it takes 

time. Radue indicated the board has decided to continue the survey for two more weeks to give owners 

an opportunity to complete the survey. Radue reported that of the 71 people who have responded to 

the survey, most want some action on the tennis courts. Drainage is a problem around the court as 

heavy rains flood the tennis court surface. A monument survey is also needed to identify the LDCD 

parcel boundaries.  Radue indicated the question is to remove the tennis courts, restore to original 

condition, or repurpose the surface for other activities. Radue has an estimate of $18,000 from 

Milestone to repair and resurface the courts with black paving. Rob Stafford provided an estimate of 

$3,000-$6,000 to put in drainage on the west side of the courts. Radue received an estimate of $990 to 

paint the court fence and an estimate of over $16,000 to remove the courts and reseed to grass. Radue 

indicated she thought this site was the best location for little league practice because of parking issues 

at the Byram Blvd area.  Radue indicated 73% of the survey respondents are in favor of allowing little 

league practice in LDCD. McKenna said that the courts probably have softer soils underneath the surface 

contributing to the cracking.  McKenna indicated the plan needs to include recreational improvements 

to the tennis court area and provide possible options. Foley indicated any available costs should be 

included with the options. Radue will share quotes with Burke.  Foley indicated the district plan is the 

guiding legal document for what LDCD can and cannot do in the future and including language in the 

plan that the tennis courts area may be developed for other recreational purposes is sufficient. 

McKenna indicated Burke had enough information to write the plan appropriately.  

McKenna asked for input on the removal and replacement of the existing playground equipment. 

Roberson indicated the LDCD insurance company wants the existing playground equipment removed 

because it has passed its lifespan and is not safe. The Board has discussed a neighborhood work day 

later this summer to remove the equipment or to contract the work.  Radue responded that 83% of 

survey responders wanted a children’s playground at the Byram Blvd site.  

McKenna asked about the beach and boat ramp area. Radue reported she asked Rod Stafford for a 

quote to repair the beach area.  Stafford’s first comment when visiting the beach was that the geese will 

be an issue.  We can restore the beach area and repair the boat ramp, but the geese will continue to 

litter the beach and prevent owners from using. Roberson reported Lake Edgewood obtained an IDNR 

permit to allow them to hire professional trappers to remove and euthanize the geese. Radue reported 

the District 8 Wildlife biologist suggested obtaining an IDNR permit to remove the geese nests/eggs in 

early spring to reduce the geese population. Radue indicated that survey responders included many 

negative comments about geese.  McKenna indicated the plan will include a boat ramp and other 

recreational and shoreline improvements. Radue reported the majority of survey responders wanted a 

child’s play area and shelter at the beach site.  

McKenna asked about any needed shoreline enhancements/erosion issues that need to be addressed. 

Roberson indicated there is erosion on the dam and boats on the dam need to be removed. Radue 

asked if the plan could include a prairie grass buffer on the north beach to discourage geese.  McKenna 



 

 

agreed that a grass buffer would help discourage geese. Foley indicated that a prairie grass buffer may 

not be neat and tidy.  Radue responded that talk grasses are now used frequently in landscape design as 

rain gardens and erosion control.  

McKenna discussed a need for a property boundary monument survey on the dam and a lake level 

monument so there is a clear demarcation of boundaries/level.  Radue and Roberson indicated there is a 

need for monument surveys for all LDCD properties.  

McKenna asked for input regarding wildlife management which was previously discussed under other 

meeting topics. Roberson suggested added fish stocking. Radue indicated beavers should be added to 

the list in addition to geese and deer.  Roberson suggested adding muskrats. McKenna indicated they 

can provide a general description to not limit the LDCD.   

Radue indicated that McKenna had previously asked in an email as to whether owners would support 

allowing the general public to use the LDCD amenities for a fee. Radue reported that 63% of survey 

responders said no. Louzon asked why that question was even included in the survey. Foley responded 

that some of the questions are just questions to be asked for general information. Louzon indicated that 

some of the questions were easy to misinterpret and respond to incorrectly. Patty Marshall indicated 

she did not like the required rating on some of the questions. Radue indicated all questions included a 

comment box. Louzon indicated that no one would read comments and the ratings are being reported. 

Roberson indicated the survey is an effort by the board to get information from owners. Louzon 

indicated the survey was misleading. McKenna indicated the survey is not binding, but a way to get 

owner input. McKenna indicated the survey is giving us useful information.  

Radue indicated that McKenna had previously asked in an email as to whether owners would be willing 

to sell LDCD property to pay for future improvements. Radue indicated 34 people voted yes and 33 

people voted no. The survey question was general and did not provide specific lots.  

McKenna asked for any other input. Roberson indicated Lake Deturk is not a boating lake. Foley asked 

about the parking area on the north side of the dam. McKenna indicated that area may be fill material or 

the natural area the dam was built into.  Fill material defines the dam area. From a dam safety issue, it 

would be better not to have foot traffic, parking and/or a boat launch in this area. The boats need to be 

removed. Raymond Marshall asked if LDCD will provide boat permits to be displayed on boats. Roberson 

indicated boat permits will be required next year. McKenna asked if LDCD will charge a boat fee.  

Roberson indicated the board does not intend to charge a boat fee at this time. Patty Marshall asked 

about the LDCD assessments.  Foley indicated the budget process is the same as for the city.  The County 

Council has a binding review.  The budget is then sent to the Department of Local County Finance for 

their review and final approval before final adoption. Patty Marshall indicated she would be willing to 

canvas the neighborhood to communicate with owners. Foley indicated the plan gives the board the 

ability to set priorities after the budgeting process is complete. Roberson indicated the priority of LDCD 

will always be the dam.  

McKenna indicated Burke had the framework for completing the district plan and move forward. 

Roberson asked if LDCD is in good shape regarding a startup conservancy district.  McKenna indicated it 



 

 

is an advantage that LDCD was not established as a result of a crisis.  Currently, there are no major dam 

deficiencies requiring IDNR to drain the dam. LDCD is better off that other conservancy districts because 

it is proactive in addressing dam maintenance and water quality improvements. McKenna indicated 

Graybrook Dam in Spencer County was breached in 2008 resulting in a 50% loss of property values. The 

residents formed a conservancy district after the breach to reconstruct their dam.  

Roberson asked for attendee questions.  Raymond Marshall asked if Burke saw any issues with the dam 

McKenna responded that at this time Burke is trying to determine if the spillways are large enough. 

McKenna indicated the IDNR’s specifications for spillway sizing are conservative because of the impact 

downstream if spillways fail. Although the LDCD dam survived the June 2008 flood and the spillway has 

only operated once or twice in its history, Burke still needs to complete the hydrologic study and model 

the impact downstream if the dam should breach. In the next couple of weeks, Burke will determine if 

the spillway capacity needs to be improved.  There are a few minor dam deficiencies that will require 

repair. McKenna does not see major repairs in excess of a million dollars that other conservancy districts 

such as Lake Edgewood and Wildwood have encountered. Radue asked if the dam will need to be 

reclassified to a different category.  McKenna indicated that after the models are complete, Burke will 

review this as part of their scope of work to complete a “Rule of Thumb” inundation model. 

The next meeting is Tuesday, July 24, 2012, at 7pm in the First Christian Church. This meeting will focus 

on the LDCD budget. Radue indicated all approved board minutes are added to the LDCD website.  The 

website also has all court documents for the establishment of the district and a contact form to 

communicate with board members. Anyone who wants to receive emails from the Board needs to 

provide the board with their email address.  

The meeting was adjourned at 8:50pm. 

 



 

 

 


